
FINDING your lost

CREATIVITY



ME



pretentious 
adjective | pre·ten·tious | \pri-ˈten(t)-shəs\ 

having or showing the unpleasant 
quality of people who want to be 
regarded as more impressive, 
successful, or important than they 
really are 

Source: Merriam-Webster's Learner's Dictionary 



hubris 
noun | hu·bris | \ˈhyü-brəs\ 

a great or foolish amount of pride or 
confidence 

Source: Merriam-Webster's Learner's Dictionary 



3 in 3 
find 3 things your 
base table has in 

common 
in 3 minutes



Drugs + Alcohol + Anger 

= CREATIVITY



98% amongst 
5 year olds

30% amongst 
10 year olds

12% amongst 
15 year olds

Source: www.creativityatwork.com/2012/03/23/can-creativity-be-taught/ and George Land and Beth Jarman, Breaking Point and Beyond. San Francisco: HarperBusiness, 1993



in your book 
When, where, what 

circumstance stances, 
etc. do your creative 

ideas typically surface?



OBSTACLES 
of creativity

types of 
THINKING

PROCESS 
of creativity



types of 
THINKING



CONVERGENT 
versus 

DIVERGENT



CONVERGENT



DIVERGENT







I live four miles from work. My car gets 
30 MPG. I want to use less fuel in my 

commute for financial and conservation 
reasons. Money is no object.

CONVERGENT 
Find the three best replacement 

vehicles for my car.

DIVERGENT 
What options do I have to reduce my 

fuel consumption?







OBSTACLES 
of creativity



in your group 
Discuss possible 

roadblocks to creativity 
(real or artificial, yours 

or someone else’s)







PROTECT
your TIME



BUILD
your ENVIROMENT















in your book 
For your office: What 

isn’t conductive to 
creativity? What is 

conductive to creativity?



break
ROUTINE







is inside
CREATIVITY

YOU



“Whether you 
think you 
can, or think 
you can’t, 
you’re right”





“I would like 
the record 
to reflect, 
I showed 
up for 
MY PART 
of the job ”



“Success is 
not final. 
Failure is not 
fatal. It is the 
courage to 
continue 
that counts.”



PROCESS 
of creativity



PLAY
always



what if … 
Develop 3 questions 

that can’t be something 
likely or probable

What if buildings grew from seeds? 

What if parmesan cheese fell rather 
than snow? 



what if … 
Get with someone and 
discuss this problem 

“realistically”
What if parmesan cheese fell rather than 
snow? 

•Parmesan cheese smells 
•Parmesan cheese sticks when it melts



better than … 
Suggest a value, reason 
one of the terms below 

is greater than 
the other

shark   versus   orchestra



loopy logo … 
Based off the logo, what 

does this company do 
and what is there slogan



OBSERVE
constantly













“The path by 
which you arrive 
at understanding 
is the whole 
point of the 
game, not the 
arrival.”



the basic
STEPS



form a
QUESTION



RESEARCH



stop
RESEARCHING



GESTATION



moment
EUREKA



make the 
SOLUTION



andTESTING
CRITICISM
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